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Instrumentation amplifier (IA) circuits abound in analog sys·
tems, in fact virtually any linear applications handbook will
show many useful variations on the concept[lJ, While this may
be somewhat bewildering to a newcomer, all the variations
have uses which are differentiated and valuable. A good
working knowledge of the alternate forms can be a powerful
tool towards designing cost·effective high performance lin·
ear ci rcu its,

A case in point is a single amplifier precision qualified high
voltage IA. This circuit must withstand very high common
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mode voltages at the input, yet it should still be relatively
simple, while at the same time capable of high performance.
Whereas dual summing amplifier setups can provide high in·
put·voltage qualifications, a more simple single amp solution
is often sought. An IA topology which achieves all the above
objectives is shown in Figure 1, the "Precision High Voltage
IA." The circuit employs the virtues of two key parts in per·
forming its function; the resistor array and the op amp used
with it.
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Here, the resistor network is a precision high·voltage design
thin-film system, comprised of R1 through R6. This array, a
Vishay type 444, is a thin-film SIP with a 250V/100mW input
rating for R1-R3. This high voltage rating allows direct con·
nection to AC or DC line shunts for current monitoring, level
shifting from high voltage DC rails, and other such interfac-
ing feats normally uncommon to low voltage IC circuits. The
444 network has a basic common-mode attenuation of 50
times, thus an op amp with an input voltage range of ± 10V
would allow a theoretical range at input pins 3-7 of ± 500V.
So, devices with standard ± 15V supplies are basically com·
patible with the network operating parameters. While the net-
work has a CM attenuation of 50 times, the differential signal
scaling is nominally unity, with an error of ±0.1%. Func-
tionally then, the differential mode input signal between pins
3-7 is referred at the output of this circuit to the local ground
(pin 5 of the network), with unity gain scaling.

A second keen application point which is a large determining
factor towards the overall success of this type of IA is the
relative precision of the op amp At Indeed, this amplifier is
the second "key ingredient" towards high overall perform·
ance. Because the circuit basically amplifies the input offset
voltage of A1 by the same factor as the CM attenuation, both
the initial offset and the drift of A1 can become limitations,
as can the CMRR of the device. Here an LT1012A op amp is
used, a device with a 25/N(max} input offset voltage; the out-
put offset will then be 1.25mV or less, worst case. The overall
CMRR of the circuit has two primary sources for errors, the
basic ratio match of the network halves, and to a lesser de-
gree, the CMRR of A1. The LT1012A has a minimum CMRR of

114dB, while the network is factory trimmed to a 0.02%
match, corresponding to a 74dB CMRR. For 120dB or more
CMRR, a 50k trimmer can be substituted for R6.

While A1 is shown operating from ±9V battery supplies (a
feature possible by virtue of the 370JJAquiescent current) the
LT1012 device family can also be used on standard ± 15V
supplies, or on lower voltage supplies down to ± 1.2V (with
reduced CM range, of course). With the 9V supplies shown,
input ranges of ± 250V or more to the circuit will not tax the
network.

For single battery applications (i.e. when pin 4 is grounded),
the LT1012A should be replaced by a single supply op amp
such as the LT1006or the LT10n These devices can handle
about -250mV of negative common mode voltage, while
maintaining accuracy. Therefore, the 250V positive common
mode range is unchanged, but the negative common mode
range is reduced to -12V.

Using an LT1006,bandwidth and battery current are basically
unchanged. With the LT1077micropower op amp, battery cur·
rent is reduced to 45JJAbut at the expense of bandwidth
(= 4.5kHz). Offset voltage and drift specifications are de-
graded by approximately a factor of two using the LT1006or
the LT1077compared to the LT1012A.
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